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This paper deals with inventory control in a class of M/G/I laucucing systems. At each point of 
time the system can be switched from one of two possible stages to another. ‘IL_ rate of arrival 
process and the service rate depend on the stage of the system. The coslt structure kaposed on the 
model includes both fixed switch-over costs and a holding cost at a general rate depending on the 
stage of the system. The rule for controlling the inventory is specified by two switch-over leveis. 
Using an embedding approach, we will derive a formula for the Long-run average expected 
costs per unit time of this policy. By an appropriate choice of the cost parameters, we may obtain 
various operating characteristics for the syqtem amongst which the stationary distribution of the 
inventory and the average number of switch-overs per unit time. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Model 
This paper deals with inventory control in a class of M/G/l queueing systems 
which are considered as inventory systems with the inventory at time I being the 
virtual waiting time. The system is supposed to have a finite capacity K. It is 
assumed that at each point of time the system is in one of two possible stages 1 and 
2 where at any moment the system can be switched from one stage to another 
without loss of time. If the system is in stage i, the epochs at which cu:;tomers arrive 
are generated by a Poisson process with rate hi, i r= I9 2. Let Y, be a positive random 
variable having probability distribution function E,(x) = P( Y, =Z x}, i = 1,2. Any 
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cusftmer. arriving while the system is in sttige i and the inventory of thie system is X, 
enl,arges the inventory with an amount which is distributed as min[K - X, Vi] and 
causes an overflow which is distributed as max[O, Y, - K + n], i = 1,2. If the system 
is in stage i and the invenory is positive, then between arrival epochs the inventory 
decreases linearly at rate ai > 0, i = I, 2. 
The following cost structure is imposed on the model. There are holding (and 
service) costs at rate hi(x) when inventory is x and the system is in stage i where the 
functions hi(x) and hz(x) are assumed to be bouylded functions having only a finite 
number of discontinuities in 0 6 x s K. An overflow cost of pi(y) is incurred when 
an overfIovv of an amount y is caused by a customer arriving while the system is in 
stage i where ,pi (y ) is a nondecreasing function oF Jo 2 0 with sIpi (Y)dE (y ) < w for 
i = 1,2. Finally, a fixed cost of y is incurred when the system is switched from stage 
2 to stage 1. 
The rule for controlling the nventory is specified by two switch-over levels y i and 
y, with 0 s y2 G yl << K. This (:&, y2) policy prescribes to switch the system from . 
stage 1 to stage 2 only when the inventory exceeds the value yl and prescribes to 
switch the system from stage 2 to stage 1 only when the inventory has been 
decreased to the value y,. 
Using a powerful and simple approach involving embedded processes, we shall 
derive a formula for the long-run average xpected costs per unit time of this policy. 
l3y an appropriate choice of the cost functions, we may obtain from this formula 
various operating characteristics for the system amongst which the stationary 
distribution of the :iliventory and the average number of switch-.overs and overfIows 
per unit time, 
The above control problem includes as special cases a variety of problems 
previously studied in the literature and provides thus a unifying treatment of these 
problems. As examples we give the following two cases. 
Case (i) A1 = AT, F,( . ) = F2f .). In this case the control of the inventory is 
achieved by controlling the service rate. This problem was studied amongst others 
in [3]: [lo] and [ll]. In [3] the stationary distribution of the inventory was derived 
for the infinite capacity model with a single switch-over level yl = y2 (see also [lo]) 
and iin [ll] the average cost of the (yl, y2) policy was obtained for the infinite 
capacity model for the case of linear holding costs. 
Case (ii) h 1 2:~ 0, A2 = 0, .Fl( . ) = F2( l )? CT1 = u2. In this case we have in fact a 
queueing system with restricted accessibility and the control of the inventory is 
achieved i--f controlling the S~rrit:lal process. For this model with an infinite capacity 
and a single switch-over level y 1 = y2 the stationary distribution of the inventory 
was derived in f!], see also [4] for this specifiic model. Finally, we observe that by 
letting yI = y2 and y I-+ K the model of case (ii) reduces to the well-known finite 
dam model. 
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2. Preliminaries and the embedding approach 
In this section we first introduce some notation that will be needed hereafter. 
Next we give the generally applicable embedding approach which underlies the 
derivation of the formula for the long-run average costs. 
For i = 1,2, let Hi(X) = 0 for x C 0 and let 
Next we 
H,(x)=” I ui 0 ’ {1-E(y)}dy for x >O. 
define 6; as the unique number satisfying 
m 
e-‘iy dHi(y) = 1, i = 1,2. 
For i = 1,2, define the probability distribution function Gi by G,(x) = 0 for a: < 0 
and 
Go= ’ e-‘iy dHi(y) for x 30. 
I 0 
Finally define for i = 1,2 the renewal function M, by Mi(X) = 0 for x c 0 and 
Mi(x)= C G:‘(X) for x 20, 
n=l 
where Gy is the n-fold convolution of Gi with itself. Fix 1 g i s 2 and w >cb. 
Consider now the following “renewal-tvpe” equation 
w-x 
u(x)= a(x)+ U(X + y)dHi(y), 0s~ 6 W, 
where ah) is a given bounded Baire function in 0 s x s w. This equation can be 
equivalently written as (cf. p. 77 in [2] and p. 362 in ES]), 
e6ixu (x) = esixa (x) + 
I 
w-x e”ifx’Y)u(x + y )dG,(y ), 0 s x s w. 
0 
From the solution of Ehis renewal equation for u “(x) = e’txu(x) we find that (1) has 
the unique bounded solution (cf. f2] and [5]) 
I 
w-x 
u(x)= a(x)+ eg’ya(x + y)dM,(y), 0 c x c H’. 0 2 
0 
We now give the following relation, cf. p. 77 in [2]. Fix 1 S i S 2 and w >O, and 
let a( . ) be any continuous function. Using the fact that K(O) = 0, we have fcbr each 
point x such that Fi is continuous a*: w - x, 
d I 
w-x 
dxo 4x + y){l- K(y)} Jy = -a(x)+ I w-x a(~ + y)dE(y)q Q-9 c, 0 
After these preliminaries, let us n:jw consider the queueing problem and kt us 
define the s;ate of the system as X(X”? when the inventory level is x and the system 
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is in stage l(2). Denote by X(t) and S(ty~ the inventory level and the state of the 
system at time t respectively where *t/e take the processes {X(t), t 2 0) and 
{S(t), t 2, 0) continuous from the right. Yo derive the formula for the average cost, 
we will study a properly chosen em)-!edded Markov chain of the process {S(t)}. 
Consider now the inventory system controlled by a fixed (yr, y2) policy where for 
notational convenience we take y-? > 1:. Unless stated otherwise, we also assume for 
ease that the system is empty at epoch 0. Now, let To = 0 and, for yt > 1, let T, be 
the nth epoch at which either the inventory level exceeds y, while the system is in 
stage 1 or the rnventory level decreases to y, while the system is in stage :! or the 
inventory becomes zero. For any it 3 0, define S, as the state of the system at epoch 
T,. The embecided iscrete-time process {S,,, y1 = 0, 1, . . .) is a Markov chain with 
state space 
s = (0) u {yz} u {x’l y1-c x s K}. 
Taking for 4 any finite measure on the Bore1 sets of S such that 4(A) > 0 if and 
only if 0 E A, it is easily verified that for any A with 4t-A J) 0 we have P{S,,, E A 
for some 1 G ni! 6 yt 1 So = s}+ 1 uniformly in s E S as y1+ 00, which says that the 
Markov chain d/S,} is uniformly +-recurrent, see p. 25 in [7], Now, by Theorem 7.1 
in [7], the Majkov chain (S,,} has a unique invarian: probability measure rr such 
that, forany Eiorel subset A of S, 
r(A).= 
I 
’ P(s,A)n(ds) (4) s 
where P( . 9 . ) ‘denotes the one-step transition probability distribution function of 
(S,}. Alternatively, the result (4) may also be obtained from the fact that for the 
Markov chain {&} the mean recurrence time from state s to state 0 is finite for all 
,s E S (e.g. Theorem 1 in [II]). Moreover, using the fact that ($1 is uniformly 
&-recurrent, we have by Theorem 3.3 in [B] 
F-;;g Ef(&)= Is f(s)v(ds) (5) 
for any Baire function f such that s 1 f(s) 1 n(ds) is finite. 
Define z(fj as the total costs incurred in (0, t]. For any n 3 0, let 2” be the total 
costs incurred in (Tn, T,,,]. Also let 
c(s)=: E&Z,, 1 S,, = s) and r(s) = E(T,,, - T,, ] S, = s) for s E S. 
§ince the process (S(t)} is regenerative with the epochs at which the system 
becomes empty as regeneration epochs, it follows from the proof of Theorem 7.5 in 
[X] that 
Hence, by (S), the average cost of the (y ,, yz) policy is given by 
!$$E:Z(t) = 1 c(+ew r(s)v[ds),, 
S 
(6) 
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3. Average costs and various operating characteristics 
In this section we shall first determine the stationary distribution rr and the 
functions c and r. These quantities have been defined for the embedded Marksv 
chain {S,,} and, by formula (6), they give the long-run average xpected costs per 
unit time for the continuous-time queueing problem. By an appropriate choice of 
the cost parameters, we next find various operating characteristics for the system 
such as the stationary distribution of the inventory, the average number of 
overflows per unit time and the average number of switch-overs per unit time. The 
results we will obtain involve the renewal functions MI and Mt. For the special case 
in which the service time distributions are exponential these renewal functions ca:~ 
be explicitly given. 
To determine the stationary distribution n, define for all’ 0 G u G yl and 
y,0GK, 
p(u, v) = probabillity that the first value of the process (X(t), t ~0) 
taken on in the set (0) U (x 1 yI < x G K} belongs to the set 
{x 1 v s x s K} given that X(0) = U, 
and let pl,s,,sr) = I- p(u, yl) for 0 G u s yl. For ease of notation, write 
TTO = n({o};l, n'2 = 4Y2)), 
7r(l~)=*((X1)v~Xa}, y*aIac 
Also, let P,(y) = 1 - lim x t JC(x) = Pf Y, 32 y}. Then, by (4), 
n(v) = +,(v).+ s” p(y, v)Wy) + ~2~072, ~1, ) 
y+a~K, 
TQ = 7To 
I 
oy’ po(y)dFl(y)+ mp0(y2) and 722 = 4Y 4 
(7) 
@If 
We note that any interval of integration is closed, unless stated otherwise. Together 
(7), (8) and the relation ‘rro -t 7r2 + n(yJ = 1 determine the stationary distribution “tl 
once we have calculated the probabilities p(u, v). 
Now fix v with yl G v G K. We first observe that p(u, u) is continuous in 
0 =G u G yl. Next, blf using standard arguments, we have for all 0 < u < yl, . 
j-“’ p(u + y, W,(y)] 
0 
+(1-h+)p(u,v)+o(Au), 
from which we get for all 0 <: u < yl, 
F~(v-“u)-p(u v)+ 9 1“-” p(u + y, v)dF,(y )]. 
0 
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Using (3) 
equation 
and the continuity of p( . , u). we easily obtain from this differential 
for OQ.4 Syl 
whele, for some ca;ir%stant 
I y’-u p(u+ y, +W(y) 0 
c, andforallOsccsyl, 
r uPl(v-y)dy=c,-f-H,(~)-H,(v-u). . 
Next, by (1) and (2), we get 
y’-” p(u, v) = tp(l.4, v) + I e’ly4(u +y,v)dM,(y) for OGU <yl. 0 
For any v with yl G v G K the constant c, follows from the boundary condition 
p(0, v) =.o* 
4 
This completes the determination of the stationarv distribution V. To determine the 
functions c( . ) and :-( . ), we define for all 0 s X~ G y I, 
k&) = the expected holding and overflow costs incurred up to the 
first epoch at which the process {S(t), t a 0) takes on a state 
in the set (0) U {y’l yl < y =G K} given that S(0) = x, 
and, for all y2 s x s K, 
k2@) = the expected holding and overflow costs incurred up to the 
first epoch at which the process (S(t), t 3 0) takes on the state 
y2 given that S(0) = x ‘. 
It is now easily seen that the function c(s), s E S is given by 
I h c(O)= ; + 
1 
_oyl MY)dwY)+ I I : P4Y - WFl(Y )I 
c(Yz)=~I(~z) and c(x’)=k&)+y for yrcx~K. 
Clearly, for any s E S the formula for r(s) follows from the corresponding one for 
C(S) by putting hi(X)= 1 for x 20, pi(y)=0 for y 20 (i = 3,2) and y =O. The 
functions kI(x) and k2(x) wilf :be determined in .a very similar way as p(u, v). First 
observe that these functions are continuous in 0 G x G K. Then, for any 0 < x < yl 
such that x is a continuity point of h, 
+ (l- A+,(X)-+o(Ax), 
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from which we get for any 0 <: x < Yl such that x is a continuity poinr; of h,, 
Pl(X + Y - K)dFl(Y) a, -“‘k,(x) 
X 
+i 
1 I ‘Wl 0 y’-x kl(x + y)dFl(y). 
In the same way as above we get fromthis 
constant bl, 
k*(x) = &(nc)+ b, + 
[ y1-X 
J 
e61y {cl& + 
0 
where 
differential equation that, for some 
y)+bl}dMl(y) forO<x sYlr’ 
d,(x) = P(u+y-K)dF(y)]du 1 1 forOsx<y, . 
u 
The coirstant bl is determined by the boundary condition k,(O) = 0. Similarly, we 
find from the corresponding differential equation for k,(x) that, for some constant 
b 29 
K-x 
k*(x) = d&) + bz -+ e4y {dz(x + y)+ bWW(y) for YI1 s x s K. 
where, for y2 s x s K, 
d2(x)= J]: [F+$\;,_ P2(U +y - h:)dF2(y)+ 
* U 
+&{l- F,(K - u)}k#C) du. 
IT2 1 
The constant bz and the value k,(K) follow by putting x = K in the above formula 
for k*(x) and using the boundary condition k2(yz) = 0. 
We now have completed the determination of r, c( . ) and ?( . ) and so, by (A), WC 
have determined a formula for the average cost of the (y,, Ye) policy. From this 
formula we may obtain various operating characteristics for the sy:;tem. To obtain 
the stationary distribution of the inventory, define for any t 2~0 the random 
variable A(t) = i when the system is in stage i at time t, i = 1,2, where we take the 
process {A(t)} continuous from the :ight. Fix now k and z with k = I,2 and 
OSZ SK, take hk(x)=l for OSX~:Z, h&)=0 for x >z and take the other 
holding cost function, the overflow cost functions and the fiixed switshr-over cast 
identical to zero. Then, using standard results from the theory of regeuxati\fe 
processes (e.g. [9]), we have 
E Z(t) 
~~.P{A(t)-k,x(t)~t}=~~~ t , 
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so the stationary distribution of the inventory is determined Sy the right-hand side 
of (6). 
Clearly, the average number of skiitch-ov,ers per unit time is equal to the 
coefficknt of y’ in the formula for t%e averagje cost and is given by 
Finally, letting pi(v) = /li for y SO and pi(O) = 0, we have that the coefhcient of pi in 
the formula for the average cost gives the average number of overflows in stage i
per unn time, i = 1, 2. 
To end, we consider the special case where 
F&Q= l--eVVl” for x >O and i = 1,2. 
We then find 8; = (A, /cri ) - qi and 
e6iYM: (y ) := (Ai /ai )e-(‘4-“/wi)Y for y > 0 and i = l,;h. 
Bn the remainder it is supposed that hi/ci # qi for i = 1,2. Put for abbreviation 
We iind 
Ai 
a =- Ui ’ 
p: = qi - Cyi for i = I, 2, 
R(y,, yz) = P;‘{~,c~~~+ adly2}, S(yJ= g+K-h), 
after elementary but lengthy calculations 
no = c.. R (y 1, yz), 
v(K) = c. S(y& 
where the norma!%ng constant c equals ll{R (yl, yz)+ 2). We next find 
1 - 
I c s 
7(s:!z(ds)= (~-~)(y,-y~+~)+~R(~l,y2)+ 
Denote by ,D(yl, y;!) the right-hand side of this equation. We then obtain 
limP{A(t)= 1, X(t)ez}= D(yl 
y-j 
w{q, - 
A 1 p 1 
Cyle-Bla }, 0 < 2 5:: 
I-+= 
y2, 
19 2 
limP{A(t)= 1, X(t)< 4” Id=J 
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limP(A(t)=2, X(t)sz} 
I-+= 
limP{A(t)= 2, X(t)s 2)’ I+*= 
1 
[ ( 1 = P(y*, y2) npz -!k y,-- y'+K +-$e-"'(w+ ) 
77m2 
+ f72PS(pr - q,) 
{ 
,--P,(~-Y,) _ e-“&’ -y,)} + 
Further, the average number of overflows in stage 1 per unit time equals 
S(Y *)D(Y 1, Y2) 
and the average number of overflows in stage 2 per unit time is cqwl to 
1 
WY17 Y2) 
%{S(y,) - e-P(K- Yz’} + 
P2 
Finally, letting A2 = 0, aI = CQ = 1, y, = yz = N and HI -3 x., we find 
[ 
cl[ 1 - (A l/v ,)e+ ] 9 O%?Sn: 
limP(X(t)G 2) = 
t-m 
cl[ 1 - (iy ,/v ,)2e-M8,N - (h,/q,)(l - hJq,)e-q~‘+*+], z 3 N 
where cl = I/[1 - (hJq~)~e~l~ 1. This formula corrects a slight error in a ccme- 
sponding formula in [l]. 
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